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Consumer Protection

The Identity Crisis at the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau

BY RONALD L. RUBIN

L ike many youths, the Consumer Financial Protec-
tion Bureau’s Supervision, Enforcement & Fair
Lending Division doesn’t quite know who (or

what) it is.
One of Professor (now Senator) Elizabeth Warren’s

primary justifications for creating the CFPB (the ‘‘Bu-
reau’’) was that a new government agency with both su-

pervisory authority and strong enforcement powers was
necessary to enforce the federal consumer financial
laws. On July 21, 2010, enactment of the Dodd-Frank
Act and its Title X, the Consumer Financial Protection
Act (CFPA),1 made such an agency possible. During the
next year, as Special Assistant to the President and de
facto head of the agency-under-construction, Warren
frequently emphasized the Bureau’s dual supervision-
enforcement capabilities. At her now-legendary all-
hands meetings, she inspired and energized employees
with exultant statements like ‘‘there is now going to be
a cop on the beat that has teeth!’’

Nothing in the CFPA mandated that the supervisory
and enforcement functions be housed together in one
division within the Bureau, but Warren believed that
doing so was optimal. Therefore, her organizational
structure for the CFPB placed the Office of Supervision
(‘‘Supervision’’) and the Office of Enforcement (‘‘En-
forcement’’) together in the Supervision, Enforcement
& Fair Lending Division (SEFL). SEFL now employs
hundreds of professionals, many of whom are lawyers,
making it the Bureau’s largest division. However, it
takes far more than lines on an organization chart to
create the synergies that Warren envisioned. It is criti-
cal that Supervision and Enforcement figure out how to
effectively complement each other. If they do not, their
combination could actually prove counterproductive,
and the division could end up being far less than the
sum of its parts. SEFL’s lack of self-awareness during
the early stages of its development has created the risk
of just such an unintended result.

SEFL’s metaphorical mother is the collection of
banking oversight agencies known as the Prudential

1 Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection
Act, Pub. L. No. 111-203, H.R. 4173, 124 Stat. 1376 (2010).

Ronald L. Rubin, a partner at Hunton & Wil-
liams LLP in Washington, DC, was one of the
earliest enforcement attorneys at the Con-
sumer Financial Protection Bureau, where he
played an important role in building the Office
of Enforcement’s capabilities by drafting sev-
eral critical rules and procedures and
co-heading the enforcement training program.
Earlier in his career, Mr. Rubin was a crimi-
nal prosecutor, an enforcement attorney at
the Securities and Exchange Commission, and
a managing director at an investment bank.
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Regulators, and its metaphorical father is the Federal
Trade Commission’s Bureau of Consumer Protection
(FTC-BCP). The division’s identity crisis stems from its
failure to realize that, from an organizational perspec-
tive, its mix of traits makes it more closely resemble its
first cousin, the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC), than either of its parents. Despite the CFPB’s or-
ganization chart, SEFL’s current operational model is,
in practice, two models functioning in tandem — the
Prudential Regulators’ ‘‘examination model’’ and the
FTC-BCP’s ‘‘litigation model.’’ To truly fulfill its poten-
tial, SEFL must adopt a more unified model that more
closely resembles, and perhaps improves upon, that of
the SEC.

SEFL’s Mother — The Prudential Regulators
Because many of the laws under the CFPB’s jurisdic-

tion are banking laws, the first major influence on SE-
FL’s operational model was the collection of regulators
of deposit-taking institutions (i.e., banks) — the Federal
Reserve Board, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora-
tion, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, and
the now-defunct Office of Thrift Supervision — com-
monly referred to as the Prudential Regulators. Most of
the first managers in Supervision came from the Pru-
dential Regulators or state banking regulators, as did
many of Supervision’s earliest examiners.

The Prudential Regulators exercise sweeping over-
sight of depository institutions based on the regulated
entities’ strict licensing/registration requirements — in
essence, the Prudential Regulators can put their regu-
lated companies out of business relatively easily by re-
voking their bank charters, insurance, or other author-
ity necessary to continue operating. Therefore, they
rarely need to use litigation tools like civil investigative
demands (CIDs — basically government subpoenas) to
force the subjects of their regulation to produce docu-
ments or provide information. Prudential Regulator
oversight is primarily accomplished through examina-
tions, which are conducted on a regular schedule (gen-
erally every year). Thus, the Prudential Regulators can
be said to operate within an ‘‘examination model’’ of
regulation.

Because the Prudential Regulators’ primary

concern is the safety and soundness of their

depository institutions, a goal shared by the

banks, the culture of the examination model is

very collaborative — some might argue too

collaborative.

Because the Prudential Regulators’ primary concern
is the safety and soundness of their depository institu-

tions, a goal shared by the banks, the culture of the ex-
amination model is very collaborative — some might ar-
gue too collaborative. To do their jobs, bank examiners
rely heavily on the cooperation of bank employees, and
they sometimes actually refer to the banks they inspect
as ‘‘their clients.’’ The frequent bank examinations and
regular communications foster a natural human bond
between examiners and bank employees. One of the
reasons often cited for creating an agency like the
CFPB was that this ‘‘industry capture,’’ a kind of Stock-
holm Syndrome in reverse, hindered the Prudential
Regulators’ ability to effectively protect consumers
from sharp and potentially illegal bank practices. It was
also argued that, because any increase in consumer fees
strengthened banks’ safety and soundness, the Pruden-
tial Regulators faced conflicting objectives when en-
forcing consumer financial laws that inhibit depository
institutions’ profitability.

The term ‘‘enforcement action’’ has a very different
meaning for the Prudential Regulators than it does for
other government regulators. Because their authority is
so powerful, the Prudential Regulators’ factual conclu-
sions and decisions regarding remedial actions follow-
ing examinations (e.g., termination of deposit insur-
ance, cease-and-desist orders, removal and prohibition,
civil money penalties, prejudgment asset seizures, capi-
tal directives, corrective action orders, etc.) are rarely
challenged beyond the regulators’ internal resolution
processes. Most enforcement actions against banks are
imposed through consent orders without litigation, and
many are non-public. The Prudential Regulators have
small enforcement units that primarily perform the lim-
ited function of litigation to ensure that the judgments
of their supervision managers are imposed in the rare
instances that depository institutions refuse to consent
to them. In the examination model of regulation, tradi-
tional litigation is a largely ancillary exercise.

SEFL’s Father —
The FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection

The CFPB shares much of its statutory DNA with the
FTC because large chunks of the CFPA’s language were
copied from the Federal Trade Commission Act. There-
fore, it is not surprising that the second major influence
on SEFL’s operational model was the FTC-BCP. Most of
the first managers in Enforcement, as well as many of
its earliest Enforcement attorneys, either came from the
FTC-BCP or had FTC experience (also, a senior man-
ager in Supervision had been an FTC-BCP Assistant Di-
rector for Financial Practices).

Unlike the Prudential Regulators, the FTC-BCP does
not license or register businesses, so it does not have
the ability to easily put companies out of business by re-
voking their licenses or registrations, and it does not
have a supervisory unit that conducts examinations.
Therefore, its primary tool is litigation. The subjects of
FTC-BCP investigations are referred to as ‘‘targets,’’ a
term that reflects the relationship between the FTC-
BCP and the people and/or businesses it investigates.
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Many FTC-BCP targets are small-time scammers who
are difficult to corner and likely to destroy evidence.
Given these factors, it makes sense that the FTC-BCP’s
interactions with its targets are typically extremely for-
mal, adversarial, and non-collaborative.

FTC rules require an FTC commissioner to approve
every CID. Consequently, FTC-BCP’s attorneys try to
put every imaginable information and document re-
quest into one massive initial CID, which they usually
serve without warning on investigation targets. For the
most part, from the moment the FTC-BCP contacts a
target, the activity consists of lawyers serving papers on
each other, parsing their words, and documenting their
communications. The FTC-BCP can thus be said to op-
erate within a ‘‘litigation model’’ of regulation.

SEFL’s First Cousin —
The Securities and Exchange Commission

Like the Prudential Regulators, the SEC oversees
many entities, most notably broker-dealers and invest-
ment advisors, that are subject to licensing and registra-
tion requirements. The SEC has a large supervision
unit, the Office of Compliance Inspections and Exami-
nations (OCIE), that is dedicated to conducting exami-
nations and inspecting these registered entities.

From an operational perspective, the CFPB’s Office
of Supervision has more in common with OCIE than it
does with the Prudential Regulators. Both CFPB Super-
vision and OCIE are focused more on the relationship
between the regulated entities and their customers
(consumers and investors, respectively) than on the en-
tities’ safety and soundness — in other words, the two
regulators are focused more on businesses not cheating
their customers than on those businesses’ solvency.
Both CFPB and OCIE examinations normally occur less
frequently than every year, and are not conducted pur-
suant to a schedule that is predictable by the supervised
entities. When less serious violations are detected, both
CFPB Supervision and OCIE use relatively non-public
procedures to request that the supervised entities make
corrections; more serious violations are referred to the
agencies’ large, powerful, relatively independent en-
forcement units for investigation and potential public
litigation. At the Prudential Regulators, the supervision
function clearly drives the enforcement function. That
is not the case at the CFPB or the SEC.

The SEC’s large and prestigious Enforcement Divi-
sion initiates many of its own investigations of licensed
and registered securities industry professionals and
businesses independently of OCIE’s involvement. Simi-
larly, CFPB Enforcement can independently initiate its
own investigations of businesses over which it has su-
pervisory jurisdiction, such as large debt collectors,
mortgage servicers, payday lenders, and credit rating
agencies.

SEC Enforcement also investigates and prosecutes
many violations of the securities laws by individuals
and businesses that are not required to be licensed or
registered under the securities laws (e.g., Ponzi scheme
operators, insider traders, and corporate officers), and
are therefore not subject to supervisory oversight or
OCIE examinations. Such people or entities come under
the agency’s jurisdiction based on SEC Enforcement’s
suspicion of violative conduct involving securities, the
legal definition of which is fairly broad. This type of
SEC investigation is similar to many investigations con-
ducted by the FTC-BCP. Likewise, CFPB Enforcement

conducts a high volume of investigations of individuals
or businesses that are not subject to the Bureau’s super-
visory oversight, but that come under the CFPB’s juris-
diction when its enforcement attorneys suspect them of
offering financial products or services in violation of the
consumer financial laws specified in the CFPA. SEC En-
forcement investigations often involve fraudulent con-
duct, which is prohibited in very general terms by the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934; similarly, CFPB En-
forcement investigations often involve the close rela-
tives of fraudulent conduct — unfair, deceptive, and
abusive practices — that are similarly prohibited in very
general terms by the CFPA.

SEFL’s Awkward First Steps;
Enforcement Participation in Examinations

Throughout much of 2011, there were intense nego-
tiations between Supervision and Enforcement over
how to define the duties of, and relationship between,
the units. It quickly became apparent that the gap be-
tween the examination-centric banking culture of Su-
pervision’s senior managers and the litigation-centric
FTC-BCP culture of Enforcement’s senior managers
was quite wide. Most of these managers had been em-
ployed for many years in their respective regulatory or-
ganizations, and they often assumed that all regulators
operated under conventions and procedures similar to
their own. SEFL’s third component, the Office of Fair
Lending, consists of several highly-qualified attorneys,
mathematicians, and other professionals who interact
with Supervision Enforcement. Despite Fair Lending’s
relatively small size, it demanded and received equal
status in both the division and these discussions. Ulti-
mately, however, the most important issue to be re-
solved was the operational dynamic between Supervi-
sion and Enforcement. The challenge of integrating the
three groups was exacerbated by the fact that the posi-
tion of Associate Director of SEFL was vacant (it was
not filled until June 2012), leaving the three compo-
nents’ leaders to reach agreement among themselves
without the final say of a division chief.

Throughout much of 2011, there were intense

negotiations between Supervision and Enforcement

over how to define the duties of, and relationship

between, the units. It quickly became apparent

that the gap between the examination-centric

banking culture of Supervision’s senior managers

and the litigation-centric FTC-BCP culture of

Enforcement’s senior managers was quite wide.

Supervision’s managers were unaccustomed to a sys-
tem in which they were not responsible for the ultimate
sanction, enforcement action (however that term is de-
fined), and they were understandably resistant to any
decision that might implicitly place them below En-
forcement in the Bureau’s internal pecking order. Also,
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given the importance of supervised entity cooperation
under the examination model of regulation, Supervi-
sion found the possibility that Enforcement’s actions
might interfere with its work unsettling. For example,
Supervision employees in the midst of an onsite exami-
nation at a bank might be shown the door if the bank
learned that it was the subject of an Enforcement inves-
tigation. Such concerns led Supervision’s managers to
demand a say in whether any proposed Enforcement in-
vestigation would be opened, and a guarantee that En-
forcement attorneys would have little or no contact with
witnesses or potential defendants prior to Enforce-
ment’s commencing a formal investigation.

On the other hand, many of Enforcement’s young
lawyers were curious about, and in a few cases almost
obsessed with, the examination process. They were
anxious to observe examinations in person (analogies
were made to the practice of criminal prosecutors going
on ‘‘ride-alongs’’ with police officers). Since Supervi-
sion was asking Enforcement to give it a say in Enforce-
ment decisions while relinquishing little control over its
own operations, it seemed reasonable to allow Enforce-
ment attorneys to participate in examinations. It was ul-
timately decided that one or two Enforcement attorneys
would be assigned to every examination team. The at-
torneys would offer legal research support and, they
hoped, their opinions regarding which potential viola-
tions should be the examiners’ focus. In practice, the
Enforcement attorneys’ participation varied quite a bit
depending on the attitudes of the Supervision managers
heading each examination.

This innovative experiment in Supervision-
Enforcement cross-pollination ultimately proved to be
less productive and more disruptive than anticipated.
While the examiners themselves generally liked the
idea of having lawyers present to provide advice and to
counterbalance possible intimidation from banks’ law-
yers, the examiners’ managers did not always welcome
the potential interference or second-guessing of En-
forcement attorneys looking over their shoulders.
Worse yet, the banks and the Bureau’s critics viewed
the presence of Enforcement attorneys at examinations
as a veiled threat. Many cried foul — here was the regu-
latory intimidation that the CFPA’s opponents had
warned of when the bill was being debated.

Without any official public change of policy, the pres-
ence of Enforcement attorneys was eventually scaled
back a bit, and in some cases their visible involvement
now amounts to little more than attendance at examina-
tions’ initial ‘‘meet-and-greet’’ sessions and concluding
conferences. However, the financial services industry
continues to view the practice as antagonistic. An entire
section of the CFPB Ombudsman’s Nov. 15, 2012 report
was devoted to ‘‘Supervisory Examinations: Presence of
Enforcement Attorneys.’’ The Ombudsman noted draw-
backs ‘‘such as the potential for the policy to be a bar-
rier to a free exchange during the examination,’’ and
‘‘recommended that the CFPB establish ways to clarify
the Enforcement Attorney role in practice at the super-
visory examination.’’2

The Enforcement Action Process
In addition to the Supervision-Enforcement negotia-

tions, there were also less protracted debates regarding
Enforcement’s relationship with other CFPB compo-
nents, including the General Counsel’s Office, the Re-
search, Markets, and Regulation Division, and the Con-
sumer Engagement unit.

The final product of months of internal wrangling
was the Enforcement Action Process (EAP). The EAP,
which I drafted and revised throughout the negotia-
tions, governs how Enforcement collaborates with
other components of the Bureau. The EAP might be de-
scribed as Enforcement’s internal constitution — it de-
fines the different stages and events of an Enforcement
matter and the type of approval required for each event,
including opening investigations, issuing CIDs, and
commencing enforcement actions, settlement negotia-
tions, litigation, and appeals. The most significant pro-
vision of the EAP is that it prohibits Enforcement attor-
neys from conducting informal investigations or having
information-gathering contact with anyone outside of
the Bureau (other than whistleblowers and consumer
complainants) prior to opening a formal investigation.

Worse yet, the banks and the Bureau’s critics

viewed the presence of Enforcement attorneys at

examinations as a veiled threat. Many cried foul

— here was the regulatory intimidation that

the CFPA’s opponents had warned of when the bill

was being debated.

The EAP formalized a somewhat rigid model of regu-
latory oversight that is less a supervision-enforcement
model than two completely independent supervision
and enforcement models existing side-by-side. Its
strictly delineated boundaries ensure minimal func-
tional overlap and preserve respective cultures that are
little evolved from their Prudential Regulator and FTC-
BCP origins. Supervision handles almost all informal,
collaborative interaction with CFPB-regulated busi-
nesses, while Enforcement’s activities are almost en-
tirely formal, litigation-based, and adversarial. Despite
their nominal combination into a single division, in
practice the two units operate separately. This result is
particularly ironic, given CFPB senior management’s
repeated pronouncements about Supervision-
Enforcement cooperation and coordination.

The biggest challenge created by the EAP’s self-
imposed restrictions was that, beyond Supervision re-
ferrals following examinations, Enforcement was left to
identify possible legal violations and determine whether
to commence formal investigations without conducting
informal inquiries or performing simple self-
educational tasks. The EAP bans even common sense
actions like making information-gathering phone calls
to anyone outside the Bureau. Enforcement’s manage-
ment has attempted to overcome this handicap by cre-
ating ‘‘issue groups’’ that conduct almost entirely inter-
nal research into potential legal violations, as well as a

2 CFPB Ombudsman’s Office, FY2012 Annual Report to the
Director 13-14 (2012), available at http://
files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201211_Ombuds_Office_Annual_
Report.pdf.
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‘‘strategy team’’ that performs limited internal studies
and provides similar analysis and recommendations (in
a particularly memorable all-hands meeting, one of En-
forcement’s senior managers bluntly proclaimed that he
couldn’t see any difference between what the issue
groups and the strategy team did). While the starting
points for the internal research include consumer com-
plaints, news stories, tips, academic studies, and infor-
mation provided by other state and federal government
agencies, there is only so much the ‘‘researchers’’ can
learn by surfing the Internet.

Enforcement CIDs
The FTC-BCP’s influence on CFPB Enforcement’s in-

vestigative procedures and rules of practice, particu-
larly its CID rules, is obvious. CFPB investigations com-
mence with the service of a monster CID on the investi-
gation’s ‘‘subject.’’ (I convinced Enforcement’s senior
management to deviate from FTC-BCP practice and re-
fer to companies under investigation as ‘‘subjects’’
rather than ‘‘targets.’’ The SEC wisely uses the term
‘‘subject,’’ and describes each SEC investigation as a
search for the truth; the term ‘‘target’’ implies that an
investigation’s objective is to collect evidence that sup-
ports a predetermined conclusion of guilt). Like those
issued by the FTC-BCP, the CFPB’s initial CIDs, which
can easily be 20 or 30 pages long, request almost every
imaginable relevant piece of documentary evidence,
and require recipients to provide additional potentially
relevant information in response to interrogatories. The
CFPA mandates that CIDs contain a description of the
suspected illegal conduct, but recipients should not ex-
pect much specific detail beyond a bland recital of ge-
neric bad acts and the laws such acts would violate.

The CFPB’s tough rules of practice for investigations3

force CID recipients to quickly assemble a legal team
and analyze as many as possible of the documents,
emails, and pieces of information requested within 10
days of receipt, at which time both sides and their tech-
nology specialists must ‘‘meet and confer’’ for hours so
that the subject’s lawyers can plead with the Enforce-
ment attorneys to pare down the CID requests. The sub-
jects’ lawyers must get up to speed quickly because
their clients lose the right to make any objections they
don’t raise in that meeting. If the subjects can’t con-
vince the Enforcement lawyers to moderate their re-
quests, they have 10 more days (20 in total) to petition
the CFPB’s director to modify or set aside the CID.

Receiving one of these monster CIDs is, simply
stated, a nightmare for the unfortunate recipient. Even
before the two sides’ attorneys ‘‘meet and confer,’’ the
subject will have incurred significant legal expenses.
Furthermore, the subject’s lawyers will likely have diffi-
culty identifying all the burdens raised by the CID in
time for the ‘‘meet and confer’’ session, and will not be
able to petition the director for relief from any unfore-
seen problems that are detected after the meeting. Peti-
tioning the director may not even be a practical option,
since doing so will likely result in the formerly confi-
dential investigation becoming public.

In Re PHH
On Sept. 20, 2012, CFPB Director Richard Cordray is-

sued In Re PHH Corporation,4 an important legal deci-
sion regarding Enforcement’s CID procedures. A care-
ful reading of this decision demonstrates how SEFL’s
organizational model can make CFPB investigations
unnecessarily inefficient and expensive.

In Re PHH arises from Enforcement’s investigation of
private mortgage insurance premium practices at PHH,
a large mortgage lender. PHH was served with a typi-
cally overbroad and unwieldy CID at the outset of the
investigation. The company appears to have been hos-
tile and almost entirely uncooperative before it peti-
tioned Cordray to modify and/or set aside the CID. Not
surprisingly, Cordray denied PHH’s petition.

Perhaps PHH’s lawyers read the voluminous CID,

looked at the short timeline they were facing, and

concluded that their client’s best option was to

litigate the CID, possibly in a sympathetic forum

like the United States Court of Appeals for the

District of Columbia.

Cordray’s decision explained that when CFPB begins
an investigation, all the Bureau knows about the subject
company is what it has learned from publicly available
sources, and from whistleblowers and consumers who
have complained to the agency – just enough ‘‘to deter-
mine that it is worthwhile to devote some of the Bu-
reau’s limited resources to further investigation of the
issue.’’ Therefore, Cordray wrote, CIDs are necessary to
‘‘close the information gap so that a more considered
evaluation can be made whether the investigation is
worth pursuing further,’’ and they are ‘‘crafted broadly’’
because ‘‘the enforcement team must formulate its ini-
tial inquiries based on preliminary and often incom-
plete knowledge.’’

The decision went on to provide legal precedent sup-
porting the Bureau’s right to demand any evidence that
is arguably relevant to a CFPB investigation (including
documents that are many years older than any viola-
tions that could be prosecuted), and rejected PHH’s ar-
gument that CIDs have to provide more than a general
description of the suspected illegal conduct. Finally,
Cordray made it clear that CID recipients must have a
really good reason to be granted a reprieve from the
tight schedule dictated by Enforcement’s rules of prac-
tice.

Cordray offered an olive branch to potential investi-
gation subjects, writing that ‘‘the enforcement team
needs to be responsive, in turn, as it gains a fuller un-
derstanding of what information is truly germane to its
investigation so that it can minimize any unwarranted

3 CFPB Rules Relating to Investigations, 12 C.F.R. 1080
(June 6, 2012), available at http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/
201206_cfpb_final-rule_rules-relating-to-investigations.pdf.

4 Decision and Order on PHH Corporation’s Petition to
Modify or Set Aside Civil Investigative Demand, In re PHH
Corporation, No. 2012-MISC-PHH Corp-0001 (Sept. 20, 2012),
available at http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201209_cfpb_
setaside_phhcorp_0001.pdf.
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burdens on the subject.’’ I have no doubt that he means
it, or that most of my former Enforcement colleagues
will be reasonable. However, given the CFPB’s harsh
rules of practice and the unavoidable expense of re-
sponding to a CID, subjects are unlikely to derive much
comfort from Cordray’s reassurances.

It’s difficult to know why PHH dug in its heels and
decided to fight the CFPB. While I had nothing to do
with the investigation, I doubt that the problem was the
Enforcement attorneys named in PHH’s petition — they
are polite, professional straight-shooters who probably
bent over backwards to be reasonable with PHH. Per-
haps PHH’s lawyers read the voluminous CID, looked
at the short timeline they were facing, and concluded
that their client’s best option was to litigate the CID,
possibly in a sympathetic forum like the United States
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. Whatever
PHH’s strategy, one thing is certain — if other CID re-
cipients respond in the same way, a lot of ‘‘the Bureau’s
limited resources’’ will be devoted to litigating CIDs.

Cordray’s legal analysis may be sound, but the PHH
decision is incorrect on one very important point — in
most cases, CFPB investigators do not have to ‘‘formu-
late their initial inquiries based on preliminary and of-
ten incomplete knowledge.’’ Rather, they choose to do
so. Or, to be more accurate, Enforcement’s internal pro-
cedures unnecessarily force them to do so. In most
cases, it is only these procedures that prevent the inves-
tigators from ‘‘closing the information gap’’ before for-
mulating their initial CIDs. There are many fast, easy,
inexpensive ways the Bureau can learn a tremendous
amount about potential investigation subjects — the
most obvious being to simply pick up the phone and ask
the subjects or their lawyers a few questions. Such in-
formal techniques are employed frequently and to great
effect by SEC enforcement attorneys, but rarely by
FTC-BCP lawyers. Had SEFL recognized the ways in
which it more closely resembles the SEC than the FTC-
BCP, it could have avoided its needless self-prohibition
on such methods.

Supervision-Enforcement Lessons from the SEC
If one looks beyond the potential distraction of rela-

tively superficial traits, it becomes clear that the CFPB’s
oversight of a balanced portfolio of supervised and un-
supervised entities, and its operation of both a large su-
pervision and a large enforcement unit, make its overall
organizational resemblance to the SEC much greater
than to that of either the Prudential Regulators or the
FTC-BCP. These critical similarities should have made
the SEC’s operational model the starting point for com-
bining Supervision and Enforcement, but it was largely
overlooked due to the CFPB’s relative dearth of former
SEC employees (I was one of only two former SEC at-
torneys in Enforcement during the CFPB’s set-up year;
another former OCIE attorney joined Supervision later
in 2011.) A bit of self-reflection and some modest
course correction before the current SEFL model(s) be-
come entrenched would be extremely beneficial to both
the Bureau and the businesses it regulates.

Given the stream of scandals and investigative fail-
ures at the SEC during the past decade — the colossal
Bernard Madoff fumble, the belated discovery that sev-
eral employees spent significant work time viewing and
downloading pornography, the improper termination of
an enforcement attorney following managerial interfer-
ence with his insider trading investigation, the im-

proper destruction of informal investigation files — it
might seem counterintuitive to advise the CFPB to build
on the SEC’s supervision-enforcement model. However,
the benefits of analysis come both from emulating what
works and from avoiding what doesn’t. What makes the
SEC’s example so relevant to SEFL is not so much its
record as its organizational similarity. Careful study of
the SEC’s supervision-enforcement model and proce-
dures offers the following critical lessons for SEFL:

Thus, SEFL ended up in a worst-of-both-worlds

scenario in which Enforcement appears to the

public and the financial services industry to be

heavy-handedly using examinations as a prelude to

enforcement actions, while it is actually reluctant

to ask Supervision for assistance in its

investigations.

1. Supervision and Enforcement Should Assist
Each Other, But Not In Public

Although government agencies rarely discuss or ac-
knowledge the relative prestige or supremacy of their
various divisions, the SEC’s Enforcement Division has
long been understood to be above OCIE in the agency’s
internal pecking order. A high percentage of SEC En-
forcement’s employees are attorneys, many of whom
hold degrees from top law schools and go on to (or have
interrupted) high-powered careers at elite law firms.
The bulk of OCIE’s examiners hold no advanced de-
grees, and many are recent college graduates. The av-
erage employee compensation in SEC Enforcement is
considerably higher than that in OCIE.

When a broker-dealer or investment advisor is unfor-
tunate enough to be simultaneously the subject of both
an SEC Enforcement investigation and an OCIE exami-
nation, the enforcement attorneys, unbeknownst to the
regulated entity, will often give instructions to the ex-
amination team. SEC Enforcement frequently does not
inform a regulated entity that it is the subject of an in-
vestigation for weeks or months while OCIE’s examin-
ers retrieve documents that the enforcement attorneys
have requested for use in their investigation. Occasion-
ally, SEC Enforcement will even direct OCIE to initiate
an unscheduled examination of a regulated entity for
purposes of more easily and quickly collecting investi-
gation evidence. As might be expected, OCIE would
rather not interrupt its own scheduled work at the be-
hest of another division, but it rarely rebuffs SEC En-
forcement. On the other hand, OCIE hardly ever asks
SEC Enforcement for support. OCIE doesn’t have to —
regulated entities know that being uncooperative with
an examination team can trigger an investigation. SEC
Enforcement attorneys don’t have to show up at OCIE
examinations to drive this threat home, and they almost
never do.

Both the legacy of the supervision-centric Prudential
Regulators and the CFPB’s egalitarian culture ensured
that SEFL would not adopt the SEC’s enforcement-
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above-supervision hierarchy. To the contrary, many of
the provisions of the EAP, such as Supervision’s ability
to interject itself into several key Enforcement func-
tions such as opening investigations and commencing
settlement negotiations, arguably put Supervision
above Enforcement in SEFL’s pecking order. Still, there
is no reason why SEFL’s more balanced supervision-
enforcement culture should prevent Enforcement from
obtaining Supervision’s assistance in the same way that
SEC Enforcement gets help from OCIE.

Because banking laws generally impose high hurdles
to sharing information and documents from examina-
tions with other government agencies, it was to be ex-
pected that former Prudential Regulator employees
managing Supervision would be resistant to Enforce-
ment requests that examiners collect documents from
supervised entities for use in investigations. Surpris-
ingly, it was Enforcement’s managers who were most
troubled by the question of whether Enforcement could
take advantage of the CFPB’s supervisory powers in
this manner. Within the FTC-BCP’s litigation culture, it
seemed somehow wrong for a government agency to
bypass the formality and requirements of issuing CIDs
to more quickly collect evidence that ultimately could
be used in a lawsuit. Of course, Supervision and En-
forcement are not separate government agencies —
they are not even separate divisions of the same agency.
Neither this important distinction, nor exhaustive legal
research that supported the practice, nor confirmation
that OCIE often provides such assistance to SEC En-
forcement attorneys, conclusively resolved the issue.
Thus, SEFL ended up in a worst-of-both-worlds sce-
nario in which Enforcement appears to the public and
the financial services industry to be heavy-handedly us-
ing examinations as a prelude to enforcement actions,
while it is actually reluctant to ask Supervision for as-
sistance in its investigations.

SEFL can address this paradox by studying how the
SEC takes advantage of its dual supervision-
enforcement capabilities. Specifically, it should observe
that the SEC’s two units quietly coordinate activities un-
der their own roof without flaunting their cooperation.
While governmental transparency is generally desir-
able, there is a fine line between openness and antago-
nistic muscle flexing.

Regardless of the physical presence of Enforcement
attorneys at examinations, informed CFPB-supervised
entities understand that Supervision and Enforcement
can and do communicate and share documents (with
the exception of privileged documents5). Therefore,
these businesses probably would not be shocked were
they to learn that Enforcement attorneys ask examiners
to collect evidence for use in investigations. However,
the CFPB’s experience thus far shows that many are of-
fended by the implication that an enforcement threat is
required to secure their cooperation, despite the Bu-
reau’s telling them that Enforcement attorneys are pres-
ent only as a matter of ‘‘standard procedure.’’ For this
reason, when it comes to the interplay between Super-
vision and Enforcement, less transparency is sometimes

advisable. The CFPB should strive for quiet coordina-
tion between Supervision and Enforcement, without un-
necessary and counter-productive practices that are
perceived to be saber rattling. If Enforcement decides
that it can more efficiently obtain documents by asking
examiners to collect them through the Bureau’s legiti-
mate supervisory authority, it should do so without an-
nouncing the fact. If SEFL finds that assigning Enforce-
ment attorneys to examination teams is beneficial, it
should do so, but should avoid unnecessarily revealing
the attorneys’ participation. Internal meetings and ex-
amination updates from Supervision staff should be
sufficient to keep Enforcement in the loop.

2. There Is More Than One Type of Investigation,
and More Than One Type of Investigation Subject

When creating procedures for government teams
such as Enforcement, an important and recurring issue
is the optimal degree of standardization. Too little
structure can leave the agency vulnerable to potential
embarrassment from an employee who exhibits poor
judgment. On the other hand, procedures that are too
rigid or hew to a one-size-fits-all mentality can stifle
employee creativity and prevent the application of com-
mon sense — in other words, they can cause the types
of silly inefficiencies that are the bane of government.

The CFPB should strive for quiet coordination

between Supervision and Enforcement, without

unnecessary and counter-productive practices that

are perceived to be saber rattling.

Standardization works best for a government unit
that deals with a relatively limited variety of subjects.
Therefore, it is not surprising that the FTC-BCP’s pro-
cedures engender a more uniform approach to investi-
gations. By contrast, SEC Enforcement faces a wider ar-
ray of entities, with varying supervision/registration re-
quirements, engaged in a tremendous range of
activities — insider traders, Ponzi schemers, corporate
officers, broker-dealers, accountants, stock manipula-
tors, registered investment advisors, market makers,
and old-fashioned thieves, to name a few. A one-size-
fits-all investigation procedure simply would not work,
and SEC enforcement attorneys are allowed a great
deal of flexibility in deciding what methods, sequences,
and timetables to use.

The level of variety in the CFPB’s portfolio of sub-
jects, including both supervised and unsupervised enti-
ties, is much closer to that of the SEC than that of the
FTC-BCP — large banks, debt collectors, student lend-
ers, pre-paid card issuers, credit rating agencies, mort-
gage servicers, payday lenders, credit card issuers,
fraudsters, and mortgage originators, just for starters.
And yet Enforcement’s rules of practice, especially re-
garding CIDs, are highly standardized, and very similar
to those of the FTC-BCP. This result was primarily due
to two factors: the drafters of the CFPB’s rules were
mostly former FTC-BCP employees, and the political
environment surrounding the Bureau when the rules
were drafted in 2011 fostered an extreme aversion to

5 Whether CFPB examiners have the legal right to demand
privileged documents from supervised entities is currently dis-
puted. Even if the permissibility of mandating such production
is ultimately established, Supervision’s sharing with Enforce-
ment of privileged documents will almost certainly be forbid-
den.
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potentially embarrassing employee errors. Unfortu-
nately, while the political danger to the Bureau was vir-
tually eliminated by the 2012 elections, Enforcement’s
inflexible and often inefficient procedures remain.

Enforcement’s current investigation rules and proce-
dures are appropriate for investigation subjects like the
proto-typical FTC-BCP target — hostile, evasive, and
not subject to supervisory examinations. However, uti-
lizing different approaches and methods for other types
of investigation subjects can allow Enforcement to be
far more productive, and can save businesses, espe-
cially cooperative ones, a lot of unnecessary expense.

3. Investigations Do Not Have to Begin with a Big
Bang — A Progression from Informal to Formal Is
Often More Effective

One important lesson that CFPB Enforcement can
learn from the SEC is that initiating contact with an in-
vestigation subject by serving a massive CID can be in-
effective, inefficient, and unnecessary, especially when
the subject is not the proto-typical FTC-BCP target. SEC
enforcement attorneys know that many companies, es-
pecially large financial service providers, would much
rather work with regulators than fight with them. Intro-
ducing yourself with a huge CID effectively commences
an investigation with litigation — it’s like saying ‘‘We
think you’re guilty, and we don’t trust you. We view you
as the enemy, and the only way to get the information
or documents we need is by force.’’ Proceeding in this
manner can be a self-fulfilling prophesy — it puts inves-
tigation subjects on the defensive and forces them to
view the government as an adversary. It deprives both
sides of the opportunity to explore quicker, more effi-
cient, less costly alternatives.

Most experienced SEC enforcement attorneys would
disagree with Director Cordray’s assertions that CIDs
are necessary to ‘‘close the information gap so that a
more considered evaluation can be made whether the
investigation is worth pursuing further,’’ and ‘‘the en-
forcement team must formulate its initial inquiries
based on preliminary and often incomplete knowl-
edge.’’ Securities lawyers know that government inves-
tigators often close such information gaps very quickly
just by picking up the phone, because companies have
a host of motivations to voluntarily produce documents
and provide information. If circumstances allow, good
SEC enforcement attorneys, like many other law en-
forcement professionals (police detectives, FBI agents,
etc.), often utilize a graduated investigation approach
rather than an ambush blitzkrieg.

Most SEC investigations begin as informal ‘‘MUIs’’
(Matters Under Investigation). The subjects of these in-
quiries frequently offer SEC lawyers everything they
ask for without receiving a single subpoena. Their attor-
neys advise them to cooperate, especially if they believe
their clients are not bad actors, because doing so might
dissuade the SEC from opening a formal investigation.
If you know that the other guy has a really big gun, you
don’t need him to pull it out and point it at your head.
Anyone who watches police programs on television can
tell you how rarely people slam the door when that first
detective arrives. The sheathed sword is an incredibly
powerful tool, and SEC enforcement attorneys use it
quite effectively.

By forbidding informal investigations, the CFPB de-
prived every company of the opportunity to voluntarily
cooperate instead of becoming the subject of a formal

investigation and being served with a massive CID. Fur-
thermore, even formal investigations don’t have to go
from 0 to 100 miles per hour the moment the starter pis-
tol is fired. There’s no good reason why most investiga-
tions can’t begin with a focused CID containing fewer
interrogatories and document requests designed to
‘‘educate’’ the Bureau. For that matter, there’s nothing
to stop Enforcement attorneys from just calling an in-
vestigation subject or its lawyers and asking a few ques-
tions before issuing a more educated, more reasonable,
less burdensome initial CID. Rather than shooting first
and asking questions 10 days later at a formal meet-
and-confer session, why not try asking questions first?

There’s no good reason why most investigations

can’t begin with a focused CID containing fewer

interrogatories and document requests designed to

‘‘educate’’ the Bureau. For that matter, there’s

nothing to stop Enforcement attorneys from just

calling an investigation subject or its lawyers and

asking a few questions before issuing a more

educated, more reasonable, less burdensome

initial CID.

Now, it goes without saying that in some cases En-
forcement would not want to tip off potential defen-
dants before issuing a CID. For example, the suspected
illegal practice might be a relatively small consumer
scam, like the kind frequently shut down by the FTC-
BCP (two such CFPB enforcement actions have been
brought against law firms accused of selling worthless
mortgage assistance relief services to distressed hom-
eowners). In such matters, there is a legitimate concern
that the bad guys will fire up their shredders and wipe
their hard drives clean before the CFPB’s investigators
can collect evidence of the illegal practices (truth be
told, if a bad guy is desperate enough to commit a crime
by destroying evidence, there’s a good chance he’ll do
so even after he receives a CID — the only way to guar-
antee document preservation for such criminals is to
have the FBI or some other police force raid their of-
fices). Nobody would argue that Enforcement should
always start off by asking investigation subjects to vol-
untarily produce documents and educate the Bureau
about their businesses.

However, in the majority of CFPB inquiries, subjects
are not going to risk criminal charges (obstruction of
justice, etc.) for destroying evidence in a civil matter.
The same prohibition against destroying documents
and emails that comes with a CID can easily attach the
moment an Enforcement attorney contacts a potential
defendant. All the investigator has to do is instruct the
subject and/or its attorney that it must preserve any po-
tentially relevant evidence. In practice, such verbal
warnings are usually documented by a contemporane-
ous email or letter known as a ‘‘litigation hold.’’ Once a
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litigation hold is issued, defense lawyers will go to great
lengths to ensure that their clients don’t destroy any rel-
evant evidence, even unintentionally, because the law-
yers themselves can be sanctioned if they don’t do
enough to prevent such destruction. Attorneys are in-
credibly motivated when their own necks are on the
line.

During Enforcement’s first two-day training program
in June 2011, I led a panel presentation on ‘‘How to
Conduct an Investigation.’’ I advised the attorneys to
‘‘always see if it’s possible to do things the easy way be-
fore doing things the hard way.’’ To my surprise, the
former FTC-BCP attorneys on the panel and in Enforce-
ment’s senior management objected to this approach.
They argued that government investigators should al-
most always proceed formally. They ultimately suc-
ceeded in getting Enforcement to adopt a one-size-fits-
all, litigation-centric investigation process. In some
cases that approach is optimal, but in most matters it re-
sults in both an inefficient deployment of the Bureau’s
limited resources and an unwarranted burden on inves-
tigation subjects. The SEC’s decades of experience have
clearly demonstrated the benefits of pursuing informal
investigations and voluntary cooperation before com-
mencing a strictly formal, rigidly adversarial investiga-
tion process.

4. A Series of Small CIDs Can Be More Efficient Than
One Huge CID

Unlike FTC-BCP attorneys, SEC attorneys conduct-
ing formal investigations have the authority to sub-
poena documents and testimony without additional
sign-off from an SEC commissioner. In the absence of
the incentive to subpoena every possible document at
once created by a commissioner approval requirement,
experienced SEC attorneys learn to tailor each docu-
ment request as closely as possible to their immediate
needs, and they often send follow-up subpoenas that
contain relatively limited requests as their investiga-
tions progress.

The CFPB, like the SEC and unlike the FTC-BCP,
does not require director approval of Enforcement
CIDs. Unfortunately, the former FTC-BCP attorneys
who drafted Enforcement’s rules of practice for investi-
gations did not reflect upon the significant implications
of this similarity between the SEC and the CFPB, and
simply adopted CID procedures that are very similar to
those at the FTC-BCP. By mandating that a formal
‘‘meet-and-confer’’ conference be held within ten days
of the issuance of every CID, Enforcement created a
powerful incentive for its attorneys to issue as few CIDs
as possible. Hence, rather than being a potentially pre-
cise and efficient tool like a well-crafted SEC investiga-
tive subpoena, the typical CFPB CID is unnecessarily
front-loaded, overbroad, and blunt. Revising Enforce-
ment’s CID rules, especially the ‘‘meet-and-confer’’ pro-
visions, to promote investigations that proceed in a
more logical, more efficient manner would benefit both
the CFPB and its investigation subjects.

Conclusion
Elizabeth Warren, Richard Cordray, and the many

talented CFPB employees who have worked so hard to
build the Bureau so quickly should be commended for
their efforts — it’s difficult for outsiders to appreciate
the monumental scope of their accomplishments. How-
ever, the CFPB now needs to revisit some of the deci-
sions it made along the way and be willing to imple-
ment meaningful organizational and procedural adjust-
ments. The relationship between Supervision and
Enforcement, and the way that relationship affects SE-
FL’s interactions with consumer financial businesses, is
critical to the ultimate success of the agency. If the
CFPB studies the SEC more closely, it will learn several
important lessons about how to combine strong super-
vision and enforcement units, and thereby both become
a more effective regulator and reduce unnecessary ex-
penses that might otherwise be imposed on the busi-
nesses it oversees.

� 2013 Ronald L. Rubin
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